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Abstract: Switch reference has been analyzed as reference tracking mechanism, whose main
function is to avoid ambiguity of reference. One domain where this function has been argued to
manifest itself is referential choice. Kibrik (2011) notably proposed that switch reference marking
plays the role of a referential aid, which helps to prevent referential conflict, thereby enabling the
production of reduced referential expressions like pronouns and zeroes. The present study probes
this theory through an analysis of the role of switch reference marking in multifactorial models of
referential choice in Mbyá Guaraní. We show that while switch reference increases the likelihood of
mention reduction in Mbyá, this effect is marginal relative to other predictors of referential choice.
We argue that this result is compatible with the analysis of switch reference as a referential aid, but
also supports analyses that emphasize the multiplicity of its functions, beyond the disambiguation
of reference.
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Introduction

Switch reference (SR) is a family of grammatical devices that relate two clauses and indicate
whether specific arguments in each of them have the same referent. Since Jacobsen’s (1967) seminal study, it has been established that SR is a widespread phenomenon of central interest to linguistic typology and grammatical theory, as evidenced by recent overviews of this topic (McKenzie,
2015; van Gijn, 2016; Roberts, 2017; Baker and Camargo Souza, 2019). An outstanding question
in this literature is whether SR can be said to have a core function. An influential proposal in
this respect, originally formulated by Haiman and Munro (1983), is that SR is a reference tracking
mechanism, whose main function is to avoid ambiguity of reference. The present study probes
this theory through a quantitative investigation of the role of SR marking in referential choice in
Mbyá, a Tupí-Guaraní language spoken by approximately 30,000 speakers in Argentina, Brazil and
Paraguay (Maria Inês Ladeira, 2018).
Referential choice is a process that speakers go through in the production of referential expressions. Having chosen to mention (i.e. make reference to) a certain entity in an utterance, the
speaker must select the form of the expression that she will use to refer to it, such as a pronoun
or a proper name. Referential choice is the process of selecting this linguistic form. The most
fundamental split in referential choice is widely recognized to be the distinction between reduced
referential devices, which include pronouns and zeroes (null arguments), and lexical referential
devices, which include descriptions and proper names (Givón, 1983, 2017; Ariel, 1990; Arnold,
1998; Gundel et al., 1993; Kibrik, 2011). The choice between these two types of referential devices
has been argued to be governed by the degree of accessibility or salience of the representation of
referents in discourse (Ariel, 1990; Arnold, 1998). Referents that are more accessible tend to be
realized by reduced devices, and less accessible referents tend to be realized by lexical devices.
While accessibility facilitates the use of reduced referential devices, the decision to refer to an
entity with a reduced device may be hindered by the presence of other highly salient entities that the
addressee may misinterpret as the intended referents of the reduced device. Kibrik (2011) dubs this
phenomenon referential conflict. In this perspective, Kibrik analyzes SR marking as a referential
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aid, which helps to preclude referential conflict by discriminating between two or more competing
referents.
Against this backdrop, we ask whether there is evidence that Mbyá speakers use SR marking
as a disambiguation device in the course of referential choice. We expect this function to manifest
itself as an interaction between SR marking and the number of referents that can serve as potential
antecedents for a referential expression. More specifically, we expect that while the presence of
multiple activated referents would decrease the likelihood of using a reduced referential device,
this effect would be neutralized or lessened in the presence of SR marking. We test this hypothesis
through multifactoral modelling of referential choice in a corpus of Mbyá narratives authored by
speakers from the state of Paraná, Brazil.
Our article is structured as follows. In section 2, we give an overview of Switch Reference
and Referential Choice, and lay out the theoretical background for our study. In section 3, we
give an overview of aspects of Mbyá grammar that are relevant to our research question. Section
4 describes the data and variables used in the study. In section 5, referential choice in Mbyá is
analyzed using two recursive partitioning models. The results and implications of these models are
discussed in section 6, which concludes the paper.

2

Referential Choice and Switch Reference

2.1 Theories of Switch Reference
The term “switch reference” was coined by Jacobsen (1967) in his seminal study of the phenomenon in three Hokan-Coahuiltecan languages. The most cited definition of the phenomenon,
however, is due to Haiman and Munro (1983):
Canonical switch reference is an inflectional category of the verb, which indicates
whether or not its subject is identical with the subject of some other verb.
Canonical SR is well illustrated by the following examples from Usan:
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(1) a. ye nam su-ab isomei
I

tree cut-SS I.went.down
(Haiman and Munro, 1983: ix)

‘I cut the tree and went down.’
b. ye nam su-ine isorei
I

tree cut-DS it.went.down

‘I cut the tree down.’

(Haiman and Munro, 1983: ix)

In both examples, the SR construction relates two clauses. Haiman and Munro (1983) refer to
the clause that contains the SR marker as the marked clause. SR marking indicates a dependency
between an argument in the marked clause and some argument in another clause, which they call
the reference clause. Following van Gijn (2016), we call the two arguments related by SR marking
the relative and controller participants, respectively. In (1a) and (1b), the relative participant is the
subject of the marked clause, namely the first person pronoun ye. The controller participant is the
implicit subject of the reference clause, which is first person in (1a) and third person in (1b). The
relative and controller participants are also known as the pivots of the SR construction (Stirling,
1993).
In a canonical SR system, the relative and controller participants are the grammatical subjects
of the marked and reference clauses, and SR marking indicates whether these arguments are coreferential. In this canonical form, SR has been analyzed as a reference tracking mechanism, whose
function is to avoid ambiguity of reference. In support of this view, Haiman and Munro (1983)
note that although there exist systems in which SR marking is restricted to third person pivots,
there are no systems in which it is restricted to first and/or second person pivots. Systems in which
SR marking is attested with all persons are viewed as grammaticalizations of the core reference
tracking function.
While influential, Haiman and Munro’s (1983) view of SR was criticized as overly restrictive.
In particular Stirling (1993) objects to the characterization of SR as a reference tracking mechanism. Building on earlier work by Roberts (1988), Stirling establishes that in some languages SR
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marking may signal whether the events described by the marked and reference clauses share the
same location, time or purpose, regardless of the identity of their participants. Based on this observation, Stirling (1993) proposes that the general function of SR is to mark (dis)agreement between
the situations described by the marked and reference clauses. The identity of their most prominent
participant is only one dimension along which these situations can be compared, other dimensions
including spatial and temporal locations. Uses of SR marking that do not exclusively track the
pivots’ identity have become known as non-canonical SR.
Given this tension in the literature, one may wonder to what extent speakers use SR marking in
order to disambiguate referential expressions, and how important this function is to the organization
of canonical SR systems. One way to address these questions would be to investigate linguistic
processes that manipulate referential expressions, and whose outcome are expected to be affected
by disambiguation mechanisms. If SR is used to disambiguate reference in such a process, we may
then be able to assess the size and scope of its effect, which would in turn help us to assess the
centrality of reference disambiguation among the different functions of SR marking. One domain
in which one may hope to find such evidence is referential choice, to which we now turn.

2.2 Referential Choice and Referential Aids
The fundamental distinction in the study of referential choice is that between expressions whose
form encodes non-grammatical information about their referents, and expressions whose form only
encode grammatical information such as person, number and gender, if they encode any information at all about their referents. Following Kibrik (2011), we call these two categories lexical
referential devices and reduced referential devices, respectively. Experimental and corpus based
studies of referential choice have identified several linguistic variables that tend to be good predictors of the choice between reduced and referential devices across languages. In particular, the
importance of the following variables has been widely recognized in the literature (cf. overviews
in Almor and Nair, 2007; Arnold, 2010; Kibrik, 2011; Gatt et al., 2014):
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(2) Predictors of Referential Choice
a. Givenness Given referents are more likely to be mentioned with reduced devices, and
new referents more likely to be mentioned with lexical devices (Chafe, 1976; Prince,
1981; Givón, 1983, 2017).
b. Anaphoric Distance Among mentions of given referents, those whose antecedent is more
recent in discourse are more likely to be realized as reduced devices (Givón, 1983; Ariel,
1990; Arnold, 1998).
c. Grammatical Function Several studies have shown that referential mentions whose antecedent is a subject are more likely to be realized by reduced devices than those whose
antecedent is an object (Brennan, 1995; Arnold, 1998). In addition, referential mentions
that have the same grammatical function as their antecedent tend to be more reduced
(Arnold, 1998, 2003).
d. Animacy Reduced referential devices are more commonly produced for animate than for
inanimate referents (Fukumara and van Gompel, 2011).
e. Referential Conflict Referential mentions are less likely to be realized by reduced devices
when the discourse context includes other referents (Francik, 1985; Arnold and Griffin,
2007; Fukumara and van Gompel, 2011).
These variables will be at the core of our models of referential choice in Mbyá. Non-linguistic
variables have also been shown to have an effect on referential choice, in particular visual salience
(Fukumara et al., 2010) and different types of processing load (for a review of the relevant literature
in this domain, see Arnold, 2010: §3). Since our study is based on written narratives, we will only
consider linguistic variables.
In the present study, our interest does not lie exclusively in referential choice, but rather in the
role that SR marking may play in this process. Our starting point in this respect is a set of hypotheses on the function of SR that were articulated by Kibrik (2011). Kibrik proposes that the
form of referential expressions is primarily a function of the degree of activation of their referents
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in the speaker’s working memory. This degree of activation is itself determined by certain properties of the referent, such as animacy, and of the discourse in which it is embedded, such as the
antecedent’s grammatical function and distance to the mention. If a referent’s degree of activation
passes a certain threshold, the speaker will normally produced a reduced device.
Crucially, the production of a reduced device for a referent with a high activation score may
still be blocked by additional factors that Kibrik describes as filters. The most important of these is
referential conflict, which occurs when more than one referent is activated, and the production of a
reduced device may cause the listener to associate it with a wrong referent.
Referential conflict may be precluded by linguistic resources that help to discriminate between
several activated referents, and which Kibrik calls referential aids. Canonical SR marking is argued
to be such a device. More specifically, Kibrik (2011) argues that SR marking helps to identify the
referent of the marked expression by comparing it to the referent of its controller. Note that by
the same logic, we expect that SR may also serve to disambiguate controllers themselves. In
particular, when the relative pivot of a SS construction precedes its controller, once the relative
pivot’s reference is known, SS marking should help to identify the controller’s referent.
In sections 4 and 5, we try to determine whether SR marking can be analyzed as a referential
aid in Mbyá, through an analysis of two models of referential choice in this language. In the next
section, we give an overview of aspects of the grammar of Mbyá that are relevant to the design and
interpretation of these models. We focus on the grammar of argument realization, and the use of
SR markers.
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3

The Mbyá language

3.1 General observations
Mbyá Guaraní is a head-marking language, core arguments being cross-referenced on the verb, as
illustrated in the following example:1
(3) Ava o-o

ramo mboi o-exa.

man

snake

A 3-go DS

A 3-see

‘When the man went, the snake saw him.’

(Dooley, 1989: 97)

As this example also illustrates, there are no articles and no definiteness marking on nouns. Plural
marking is optional and only attested with a subset of higher animate nouns. To illustrate, the noun
ava (“man”) has a plural form ava-kue (“men”), but the noun mboi (“snake(s)”) is number neutral.
Personal pronouns encode person and number features, but not animacy2 or gender:
(4) Ha’e o-u.
3

A 3-come

(Dooley, 2015: 53)

‘He/she came.’

Subjects and objects can be cross-referenced on verbs, in the form of prefixes or proclitics that
encode their person and number. This cross-referencing system is sensitive to the transitivity of
the verb, as well as to the lexical class of intransitive verbs. Intransitive verbs belong to one of
1

Glosses: A 1 SG: first person singular active inflection; B 1 SG: first person singular inactive inflection; BDY: infor-

mation structure boundary marker; COMP: completive aspect; CONV: converbial marker; DEM: demonstrative; DIM:
diminutive; DS: different subject switch reference marker; HSY: hearsay evidential; INDF: indefinite; INT: intensifier; NEG: negation; NPOSSD non-possessed; MIR: mirative; OPT: optative; PL: plural; R: linking morpheme; REL:
relativizer; SS: same subject switch reference marker; RESP: response particle;
2

First and second person pronouns are of course expected to denote animate individuals.
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two classes, called active and inactive, which use different paradigms of prefixes to cross-reference
their subject,3 as illustrated by the following examples:
(5) A-nha.
A 1 SG -run

‘I ran.’
(6) Xe-kane’o.
B 1 SG -tired

‘I am tired.’
With transitive verbs, the active paradigm is used to cross-reference subjects, and the inactive
paradigm is used to cross-reference objects. However, only one argument can be cross-referenced.4
If both arguments are third persons, the subject is cross-referenced. Otherwise, the highest argument on the person hierarchy 1 > 2 > 3 is cross-referenced. In the following example, the verb
a-exa cross-references its 1st person subject:
(7) Ava a-exa.
man

A 1 SG -see

‘I saw the man.’
In example (8), the verb xe-r-exa cross-references its 1st person object. Its implicit subject must be
2nd or 3rd person:
3

Contrary to what is observed Paraguayan Guaraní (Velázquez-Castillo, 2002: §3.1), fluid intransitivity has not

been reported in Mbyá, see (Dooley, 2015: §10) and (Martins, 2003: §2.4).
4

With the exception of combinations of 1st person subject and 2nd person object, which are cross-referenced with

a portmanteau prefix ro-.
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(8) Xe-r-exa.
B 1 SG - R -see

‘He/she/they/you saw me.’
As the previous examples illustrate, all core arguments of the verb can be implicit. In example
(3), the object of o-exa is not realized as a free argument, and is not cross-referenced on the verb
either. In example (8), the subject argument is left implicit.
It is worth emphasizing that there are two respects in which arguments can be said to be implicit. Firstly, there may be no word or phrase that realizes the argument independently of the verb,
regardless of cross-reference marking. In this sense, the subjects of the verb anha and xekane’o in
examples (5) and (6) can be said to be implicit, although they are cross-referenced. Secondly, an
argument may be realized neither as a morphologically independent word or phrase, nor as a crossreference marker. Importantly, independent argument realization and cross-reference marking are
different types of processes: while independent argument realization is grammatically optional, the
use of cross-reference markers on verbs is subject to deterministic grammatical rules: one and only
one argument of the verb must be cross-referenced, the choice of argument being governed by the
competion in person and grammatical function, as described above.

3.2 Switch reference marking
In Mbyá, SR is marked by the particles vy (Same Subjects) and ramo (Different Subjects) or its
reduced form rã, both of which occur in the right periphery of the predicate of the marked clause:
(9) Ava o-o
man

vy mboi o-exa.

A 3-go SS

snake

A 3-see

‘When the man went, he saw the snake.’

(Dooley, 1989: 97)
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(10) Ava o-o
man

ramo mboi o-exa.

A 3-go DS

snake

A 3-see

‘When the man went, the snake saw him.’

(Dooley, 1989: 97)

This subsection discusses aspects of the grammar and interpretation of SR marking that are relevant
to the study of its effect on referential choice: (i) nature of the pivots, (ii) grammatical and semantic
relations between marked and reference clauses and (iii) non-canonical uses of SR markers.
(i) Nature of the pivots. Dooley (1989) argues that the pivots of SR in Mbyá are subjects, which
can be defined as the only cross-referenced argument of intransitive verbs, and the argument of
transitive verbs that is cross-referenced with active markers. While the relevance of a grammatical
opposition between subjects and objects has been questioned in the analysis of Paraguayan Guaraní
(Velázquez-Castillo, 2002), Dooley (2015: §7.1.1) provides evidence of that this opposition is
active in the grammar of Mbyá independently of SR marking. In particular, reflexive possessives
are controlled by subject arguments in both intransitive and transitive clauses, the impersonal voice
targets subjects, and the subject of an intransitive serial verbs must be coreferential with the subject
of an transitive main verb.
(ii) Relations between marked and reference clauses. Dooley (2010, 2015) argues that marked
clauses relate to reference clauses by peripheral subordination or ad-clausal modification, rather
than by coordination. Dooley notably observes that (i) the order of the marked and reference clauses
does not necessarily reflect the temporal order of the events they describe, (ii) tense, aspect, mood
and polarity modifiers have a restricted distribution in the marked clause and (iii) SR construction
are not subject to the coordinate structure constraint on question formation. All of these properties
are taken to be characteristic of subordinating relations.
The range of semantic relations that are attested between the marked and reference clauses is
also indicative of adverbial subordination. In examples (9) and (10) the semantic relation between
the marked clause and the reference clause is one of temporal overlap. However, SR markers are
also compatible with causal and conditional interpretations, as illustrated by examples (11) and
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(12):
(11) Ara

vaipa oky-xe

cloud much rain-want

vy.
SS

‘It’s very cloudy, since it’s wanting to rain.’
(12) Xee ri
1 SG

xe-r-eka

vy ma

tove ko-va’e

(Dooley, 1989)
kuery t-o-je’oi-pa.

RESP B 1 SG - R -seek SS BDY OPT DEM - REL PL

‘If it’s me you are seeking, may all these go.’

OPT - A 3-go: PL -all

(Dooley, 1989)

Another important aspect of SR in Mbyá that is illustrated in the previous examples is the fact
that both anticipatory and non-anticipatory uses of SR marking are attested in the language. In
anticipatory uses, such as (9), (10) and (12), the relative pivot precedes its controller. By contrast,
example (11) illustrates the non-anticipatory use of SR marking, in which the relative pivot follows
its controller.
(iii) Noncanonical uses of switch reference. A question that remains to be addressed is whether
non-canonical uses of SR markers are attested in Mbyá. With respect to interclausal uses of SR,
which we discussed in this section, Dooley (1989, 1992) observes that SR is overwhelmingly used
canonically, stating that 98% of occurrences in his corpus indicate whether the marked and reference subjects corefer. The residue of cases that deviate from this pattern are restricted to pairs of
pivots whose referents are neither identical nor disjoint, namely when the subjects’ referents overlap or when one of the subjects is expletive (has zero reference). In other words, Dooley (1989,
1992) presents interclausal SR in Mbyá as a canonical system. However, SR is also attested in
sentence initial connectives, as illustrated in example (13):
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(13)

Peteı̃-gue je

ava o-o

one-time

man

HSY

o-i-ny

t-ape

r-upi. Ha’e vy je

A 3-go A 3-be- CONV NPOSSD -path R -on

3

SS

o-exa

HSY A 3-see

apere’a.
preá
‘Once there was a man was going on a dirt path. Then, he saw a preá.5 ’ (Veríssimo, 2002a)
In this example, SR marking is attested in a sentence initial connective ha’e vy, which Dooley
(2015: §21.5) analyzes as consisting of a third person pronoun ha’e (3) interpreted by propositional
anaphora, and the SR marker vy (SS). Dooley (1992) estimates that in sentence initial connectives,
the primary use of SR markers is non-canonical: the Same Subject maker indicates a predictable
continuation of a line of action, regardless of subject reference, while Different Subject markers
indicate a continuation that violates prior expectations. It is important to emphasize that these
primarily non-canonical uses of SR marking are restricted to sentence connectives. By contrast,
our study is concerned exclusively with post-verbal SR markers in clause chaining constructions.

4

Data set and variables

4.1 Corpus
The corpus used in the present study consists of 81 narratives written between 1976 and 2002 by
9 Mbyá speakers from the Rio das Cobras community in Paraná, Brazil. This corpus contain 1313
sentences and 14575 tokens. The narratives in the corpus come from two different sources. The first
part, which consist of 33 narratives written by two authors between 1976 and 1990, were produced
during literacy workshops organized by Robert Dooley and the Summer Institute of Linguistics in
Brazil. An interlinearized version of the corpus with a translation into English is available on the
Archive of the Indigenous Languages of the America (Dooley, 2011). The second part consists
of 48 narratives written by 7 authors and published in 2002 as Veríssimo (2002a) and Veríssimo
(2002b) together with their translation into Brazilian Portuguese.
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We added four layers of annotation to this corpus: (i) morpheme-by-morpheme interlinear
glosses6 , (ii) syntactic dependencies, (iii) coreference relations between referential expressions and
(iii) animacy tags on referential expressions. Interlinearization was produced in SIL FieldWorks
(Black and Simons, 2008). Interlinearized files were then converted to the CoNLL-U format for
dependency annotation in Arborator (Gerdes, 2013). Coreference and animacy anotations were
then added in the Webanno software (de Castilho et al., 2016).
Syntactic annotation was done in dependency grammar, in the framework of Universal Dependencies (Nivre et al., 2019). Author (xxxx) describes the annotation principles adopted in the
construction of the corpus.
A layer of coreference annotation adds tags to referential expressions, as well as anaphoric
relations between referential expressions. Our coreference annotation guidelines follow Komen
(2009), with minor adjustments. Overt referential expressions were tagged directly, while null
arguments were tagged on their predicate.
Finally, referential expressions were also tagged for their ontological category, which was later
mapped to two animacy categories: animate and inanimate.

4.2 Data set construction
Corpus annotation files were exported from Webanno, and processed with a Python script, in order
to create the data set used for our analysis. The data set was manually checked for errors and
inconsistencies. Each observation in the data set corresponds to a referential mention, together
with its associated values for the set of variables we describe in the next section.
Among all observations of referential expressions, we only considered 3rd person mentions of
given referents for our analysis. Exclusion of 1st and 2nd person mentions is motivated by the
fact that they are all realized by reduced referential expressions in the corpus. Their relevance
6

For narratives in Dooley’s (2011) corpus, we used Dooley’s interlinearization, with minor modifications. The

interlinearization of narratives from Veríssimo (2002a) and Veríssimo (2002b) is our own.
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to the study of referential choice is therefore limited. This is expected under the assumption that
referents of 1st and 2nd person pronouns are always maximally accessible/activated in discourse
(Ariel, 1990: 2.1; Kibrik, 2011: 2.3.2). We also excluded mentions of new referents from the
analysis, as we are interested in studying the use of switch-reference as a referential aid in the face
of referential conflict, which only arises with mentions of given referents.
Finally, we discarded all pronominal referential expressions except personal and demonstrative
pronouns. In particular, indefinite pronouns (e.g. amongue ‘someone’) and quantificational pronouns were excluded from the set of observations, since the latter are not referential and the former
introduce new discourse referents.
Note that referential mentions that were excluded from the set of observations were still taken
into account as potential antecedents, and in the identification of referential conflict.

4.3 Variables
We define as our dependent variable the form of the observed referential mention, MentionForm,
with two values: Lexical, or Reduced. A first set of predictors consists of activation factors
that encode properties of the context in which the referent is mentioned, among which we include
the grammatical function of the mention itself (MentionFunction), due to possible parallelism
effects:
(14) Activation Factors (Discourse Context):
a. ClauseDistance: distance to the referential mention’s antecedent in number of
clauses.
b. AntecedentForm: form of the referential mention’s antecedent, with two levels:
Lexical (description or proper name) or Reduced (pronoun or zero).
c. AntecedentFunction: grammatical function of the referential mention’s antecedent,
with three levels: Subject, Object or Other (including obliques and possessors).
d. MentionFunction: grammatical function of the referential mention: with three lev15

els: Subject, Object or Other (including obliques and possessors).
Our model only includes one activation factor that encode the referent’s internal properties,
namely animacy:
(15) Activation Factors (Referent’s internal properties):
MentionAnimacy: animacy of the referential mention: Animate or Inanimate.
Referential conflict is encoded in the predictor Competitors. Note that when calculating
the number of competitors of an observed mention, we included all referents mentioned between
the mention and its antecedent regardless of gender and number. This is motivated by the fact
that Mbyá does not mark gender on nouns and pronouns, and that nouns are number neutral in the
language:
(16) Referential Conflict Filter:
Competitors: number of distinct referents mentioned between the observed mention and
its closest antecedent.
The next set of predictors in our model encodes the presence of referential aids in the discourse
context, more specifically SR marking. We distinguish two sets of predictors in this category: those
that encode properties of relative pivots, and those that encode properties of controller pivots. At
least three different features of relative pivots are relevant to our study: (i) whether a Same Subject
or a Different Subject marker is used, (ii) whether the relative pivot follows or precedes its controller
and (iii) whether the relative pivot’s controller is a reduced or a lexical mention. Accordingly, we
include three predictors that encode whether observations participate in SR constructions as relative
pivots:
(17) Referential Aids (Relative Pivots):
a. RelativePivot: indicates whether the referential mention is marked as identical
to or different from a controlling subject in a SR constructions. There are three lev-
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els: None (mention unmarked), DS (mention marked as different from the controlling
subject) or SS (mention marked as identical to the controlling subject).
b. PivotPosition: indicates whether the referential mention is marked as a relative
participant in a SR construction, and if so, whether it precedes or follows its controller.
There are three levels: None (mention unmarked), Pre (mention is marked as a relative participant and precedes its controller) and Post (mention is marked as a relative
participant and follows its controller).
c. ControllerForm: indicates whether the referential mention is marked as a relative
participant in a SR construction, and if so, what is the form of its controller. There
are four levels: None (mention unmarked), Expletive (mention is marked and controller is an expletive subject), Reduced (mention is marked and controller is a reduced
mention) and Lexical (mention is marked and controller is a lexical mention).
SR marking may also serve to track the referent of controller pivots. When thinking about this
phenomenon, it must be kept in mind that a single subject may serve as the controller of several
relative pivots, which may differ from one another with respect to their form and position relative
to the controller. Consequently, we only included two predictors that encode whether observations
participate in SR constructions as contoller pivots:
(18) Referential Aids (Controller Pivots):
a. ControllerSS: indicates whether the referential mention is used as the controller of
one or more relative pivots in SS constructions. The predictor is numeric, its possible
values being the number of SS relative pivots controlled by the referential mention (0 or
more).
b. ControllerDS: indicates whether the referential mention is used as the controller of
one or more relative pivots in DS constructions. The predictor is numeric, its possible
values being the number of DS relative pivots controlled by the referential mention (0 or
more).
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Finally, we include a predictor that encodes whether a referential mention is cross-referenced
on its predicate:
(19) MentionCrossreference: indicates whether the referential mention is cross-referenced
on its predicate. Three levels: None (mention is not cross-referenced), A (mention is
cross-referenced with an active marker) and B (mention is cross-referenced with an inactive marker).
Note that it would not be appropriate to take cross-reference marking into account as part of the
encoding of our dependent variable. Firstly, cross-reference marking cuts across the distinction
between reduced and lexical referential devices, which is the focus of our study. Secondly, since
cross-reference marking is determined categorically based on lexical features of the predicate and
grammatical properties of the referential mention (grammatical function and person), it cannot be
said that the speaker chooses to use cross-reference marking in the same sense that she chooses to
use a full or reduced expression to mention a referent.

4.4 Data set exploration
Our final data set includes 2430 observations, and is summarized in table 1. We observe that 60.9%
of all mentions are reduced. Reduced mentions tend to be closer to their antecedents than lexical
ones, and they tend to have less competitors. A greater proportion of reduced devices is observed
among subjects than non-subjects, and among animate referents than inanimate ones.
Regarding relative pivots of SR constructions, we observe a greater proportion of reduced devices among referential mentions that are marked as relative participants in SS or DS constructions.
Among marked mentions, those that follow their controller are more frequently reduced than those
that precede it.
The maximum number of relative pivots controlled by a subject in SS constructions is 2, and
likewise for DS constructions. We observe a greater proportion of reduced devices among referential mentions that are controllers in SS marking constructions.
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levels

Lexical Reduced

ClauseDistance

Median (IQR)

2.0 (4.0)

1.0 (1.0)

Competitors

Median (IQR)

2.0 (3.0)

1.0 (2.0)

MentionFunction

Subject
Object
Other

435 (27.1)
144 (40.3)
370 (79.2)

1171 (72.9)
213 (59.7)
97 (20.8)

MentionAnimacy

Animate
Inanimate

668 (33.6)
281 (63.3)

1318 (66.4)
163 (36.7)

MentionCrossreference

None
A
B

512 (59.9)
372 (26.5)
65 (38.0)

343 (40.1)
1032 (73.5)
106 (62.0)

AntecedentForm

Lexical
Reduced

645 (49.1)
304 (27.2)

668 (50.9)
813 (72.8)

AntecedentFunction

Subject
Object
Other

471 (29.1)
172 (45.7)
306 (70.5)

1149 (70.9)
204 (54.3)
128 (29.5)

PivotPosition

None
Post
Pre

892 (41.1)
3 (6.7)
54 (25.2)

1279 (58.9)
42 (93.3)
160 (74.8)

RelativePivot

None
DS
SS

892 (41.1)
28 (25.7)
29 (19.3)

1279 (58.9)
81 (74.3)
121 (80.7)

ControllerForm

None
Expletive
Lexical
Reduced

892 (41.1)
1 (50.0)
11 (15.1)
45 (24.5)

1279 (58.9)
1 (50.0)
62 (84.9)
139 (75.5)

ControllerSS

0
1
2

935 (41.0)
13 (9.1)
1 (25.0)

1348 (59.0)
130 (90.9)
3 (75.0)

ControllerDS

0
1
2

906 (38.7)
42 (50.0)
1 (33.3)

1437 (61.3)
42 (50.0)
2 (66.7)

Table 1: Summary of the variables in the final data set
Let us now explore the relations between predictors that track referential conflict and SR marking. For this purpose, we will restrict our attention to subjects. Figure 1 displays the proportion
of reduced subjects by number of competitors. The grouping variable indicates whether referential
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mentions are relative pivots in a SR construction, and if so whether a SS or DS marker is used. This
plot only considers referential mentions with 12 competitors or less, since there are no reduced
mentions among observations with a greater number of competitors. In figure 2, the grouping
variable indicates whether referential mentions are relative pivots in a SR construction, and if so
whether they precede or follow their controller.

Figure 1: Proportion of reduced subjects by numbers of competitors and pivot marking
Within the group of subjects that are not marked as relative pivots, the proportion of reduced
mentions decreases as the numbers of competitors increases. Within the group of relative pivots
on the other hand, the proportion of reduced mention is greater with one competitor than with
no competitors, and for pivots that follow their controller, it does not start to decrease until three
competitors are present.
Figure 3 displays the proportion of reduced subjects by number of competitors, grouped by
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Figure 2: Proportion of reduced subjects by numbers of competitors and pivot position
number of relative pivots controlled by the subject in SS constructions. We observe that with zero
or one competitor, subjects that are controllers of SS constructions are more frequently reduced
than other subjects.
These observations suggest that SR marking and referential conflict may be interacting in a
way that is consistent with the analysis of SR as a referential aid: while the relative frequency
of reduced mentions generally decreases as the number of competitor increases, this trend is not
observed for mentions that are relative pivots or controllers of SS constructions in the presence of
a small number of competitors.
In the next section, we move on to a multifactorial analysis of our data. We consider two recursive partitioning models of referential choice, and ask whether the role of predictors that encode
SR marking in these models supports the analysis of SR as a referential aid.
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Figure 3: Proportion of reduced subjects by numbers of competitors and number of controlled
pivots in SS constructions

5

Multifactorial Analysis

We analyzed referential choice using two recursive partitioning models, conditional inference trees
and random forests (Hothorn et al., 2006; Strobl et al., 2009). Both type of models have been argued
to be tolerant to unbalanced data sets with multicollinearity (Tagliamonte and Baayen, 2012). For
purposes of cross-validation, we partitioned our data into a training set and a test set with the
caret package (Kuhn, 2008), using a 80%/20% split.
We fitted a conditional inference tree to our training set using the ctree() method from
the partykit library (Hothorn and Zeileis, 2015) in R (R Core Team, 2013). In a conditional
inference tree, the data is subject to successive binary splits. At each split, the predictor that is most
significantly associated with the response variable in a series of permutation tests is selected, and
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the data is split in two subsets, each associated with different levels of the selected variable. The
process is then applied recursively to each subset until a stopping criterion is met, which in our case
was set as a significance level of p = 0.05.
Our tree is represented in figure 4. Note that the relative frequencies displayed in its leaves were
calculated on the training set. On the test set, the model has a classification accuracy of 79.38%
(F1 = 70.59%), which is significantly better than the 61.03% baseline (p = < 2.2e-16). We see that
a first split at the root separates core from non-core arguments. Regarding the latter, we observe
the following:
1. Non-core mentions are classified as lexical.
2. Among non-core arguments with reduced antecedents, the relative frequency of lexical mentions in the training set is 60.9%.
3. Among non-core arguments with lexical antecedents, 59% of the mentions are lexical if there
are no competitors, versus 91% if there are competitors.
Core arguments are subject to a complex pattern of splits:
4. Among mentions with more than two competitors:
(a) Mentions that are more than four clauses away from their antecedent are classified as
lexical (node 30).
(b) Mentions that are two to four clauses away from their antecedent are classified as reduced (node 29), although the relative frequency of lexical mentions is high in this
group (46.5%)
(c) Mentions that are at most one clause away from their antecedent are classified as reduced if they are animate (node 27), and lexical if they are inanimate (node 28), although the latter observation is only supported by 50% of the observations in node 28.
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5. Mentions with at most two competitors and that are at most one clause away from their
antecedent are classified as reduced (nodes 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14). Among them:
(a) The relative frequency of reduced mentions is higher among subjects with subject antecedents (nodes 8 and 9) than among subjects with object antecedents (node 10).
(b) The relative frequency of reduced mentions is higher among objects with object antecedents (node 13) than among objects with subject antecedents (node 12).
(c) Among subjects with subject antecedents, the relative frequency of reduced mentions
is higher for pivots of SR construction whose controller is not expletive (node 9) than
for non-pivots or pivots whose controller is expletive (node 8).
6. Among mentions with at most two competitors and that are more than one clause away from
their antecedent:
(a) Mentions whose antecedent is not a subject are classified as reduced if they are not
cross-referenced on their verb (node 22), and they are classified as lexical otherwise
(node 23).
(b) Mentions whose antecedent is a subject that is more than three clauses away are classified as lexical (node 20).
(c) Mentions whose antecedent is a subject that is at most three clauses away are classified
as reduced (nodes 18 and 19). Among them, the group of mentions that are relative pivots of a SR construction (node 19) has a higher relative frequency of reduced mentions.
This decision tree suggests that SR marking only has a very circumscribed effect on referential
choice, since predictors that track SR marking are only used to split two subsets of observations
that correspond to mentions with highly activated referents and a small number of competitors: a
subset of subjects that are at most one clause away from a subject antecedent, and have at most two
competitors (node 7), and a subset of mentions that are two or three clauses away from a subject
antecedent and have at most two competitors (node 17).
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Figure 4: Conditional Inference Tree model of Referential Choice

In order to better understand the importance of SR marking relative to other predictors of referential choice, we fitted a random forest model to our data, using the partykit library (Hothorn
and Zeileis, 2015) in R. Random forests (Breiman, 2001) are an ensemble method in which multiple decision trees are fitted to randomly sampled subsets of the training data, and predictions of
individual trees are combined to return the prediction of the ensemble. Random forests introduce
an additional layer of randomness when fitting individual trees, by restricting the set of possible
predictors to be selected at each split to a randomly sampled subset of all predictors (Strobl et al.,
2009). Besides being less prone to over-fitting than individual decision trees, random forests allow us to measure the importance of each variable over all trees in the model, which provides an
estimate of the effect of each predictor on the response, given all other predictors (Strobl et al.,
2009).
A random forest model was fitted to our training set, growing 1000 trees and using unbiased
variable selection (Hothorn et al., 2006) with four candidate variables at each split (mtry = 4). The
model also has a classification accuracy of 79,38% (F1 = 70.76%), significantly higher than the
61.03% baseline (p < 2e-16). Note that this accuracy was calculated on our test set, rather than
using the out-of-bag predictions of the model.
Figure 5 presents the conditional variable importance for each predictor in the model, using
mean decrease in accuracy as a measure of variable importance. Three of the four most important
predictors in the model (ClauseDistance, AntecedentFunction and AntecedentForm)
are all activation factors in Kibrik’s (2011) model of referential choice. MentionFunction
is known to interact with AntecedentFunction in referential choice across languages, in
the form of parallelism effects. Among all other predictors, ControllerSS, which encodes
whether a mention is used as a controller in a SS construction, is ranked high (0.014). Two
other predictors that encode different dimensions of SR marking, ControllerForm (0.005) and
PivotPosition (0.005), are ranked higher than Competitor (0.002), which encodes referential conflict. This suggests that SR marking has a non-negligible effect on referential choice, in
particular when compared to the effect of referential conflict.
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Figure 5: Variable importance in the random forest model.
Figure 6 presents the effect of each predictor on referential form. As expected, the closer a
mention is to its antecedent, and the less competitors it has, the more likely it is to be reduced.
In addition, being animate, having a more prominent grammatical function, having an antecedent
that is reduced and having a more prominent antecedent all make it more likely for a mention to
be reduced. Mentions whose referent is a relative pivot in a SR construction or a controller pivot
in a SS construction are more likely to be reduced, although the observed effect is small for all
predictors that encode dimensions of SR marking, as detailed in table 2.

6

Discussion and Concluding Remarks

6.1 Referential Choice in Mbyá
Our two models are consistent with existing theories of referential choice. The most important
predictors in these models are the mention’s distance to its antecedent, and the grammatical functions of the mention and its antecedent. A rich literature has argued that these predictors have an
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Figure 6: Predicted probabilities of mention reduction for all predictors
important effect on the degree of accessibility of referents in discourse, which in turn governs the
form of referential expressions. Mentions that are closer to their antecedent have been argued to
have more accessible referents (Givón, 1983; Ariel, 1990; Arnold, 1998). Grammatical function
has also been shown to affect referential choice, mentions being more likely to be reduced when
their antecedent is a subject (Brennan et al., 1987; Brennan, 1995; Arnold, 2001, 2010).
Our decision tree model also highlighted the effect of grammatical function parallelism on
referential choice: mentions are more likely to be reduced when they have the same grammatical
function as their antecedent. Such effects have been documented cross-linguistically in production
(Arnold, 1998, 2003) and in interpretation (Chambers and Smyth, 1998). In our decision tree,
among the set of core arguments with less than three competitors and that are at most one clause
away from their antecedents, we observed that the relative frequency of reduction was higher for
mentions that have the same grammatical function as their antecedent. A parallelism effect was also
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levels

Reduction probability

ControllerForm None
60.58
Expletive 60.09
Lexical
63.33
Reduced
62.77
PivotPosition

None
Post
Pre

60.56
62.81
62.99

RelativePivot

None
DS
SS

60.64
62.33
62.87

ControllerSS

0
1
2

60.65
63.95
62.95

ControllerDS

0
1
2

60.98
59.36
59.36

Table 2: Predicted probabilities of mention reduction for predictors encoding dimensions of SR
observed among referential mentions that are more than one clause away from their antecedent and
that have less than three competitors. In this group, the relative frequency of reduction was lower
for cross-referenced mentions whose antecedent is an object or a non-core argument. Since third
person arguments are only cross-referenced if they are subjects, this can also be interpreted as a
manifestation of the parallelism effect.
Note that the most important predictors of mention reduction in our models correspond to activation factors in Kibrik’s (2011) model of referential choice, which determine whether a referent
is sufficiently activated to be mentioned with a reduced device. In Kibrik’s model, the grammatical
function of the antecedent and its distance to the mention contribute directly to the degree of activation of the referent in working memory. While the degree of activation of a referent is not affected
by the grammatical function of its prospective mention, Kibrik (2011: 55, 453) argues following
Tomlin (1995) that referents that are in the focus of the speaker’s attention tend to be mentioned in
subject position, and that attention is more likely to be focused on highly activated referents, which
explains the greater relative frequency of reduced devices in subject position (Chafe, 1994).
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Finally, it is worth noting that our decision tree and random forest models are consistent with
Dooley’s (1976) analysis of referential choice in Mbyá, which he calls the “naturalness problem”
for participants in narratives. Although referential choice is not Dooley’s (1976) focus, Dooley
identifies a parallelism effect on the referential form of core-arguments. He also observes that
participants who are re-introduced in the narrative after having been eclipsed by other participants
must be referred to with lexical devices, which points to the effect of distance to antecedent on
referential form.

6.2 Switch reference as a referential aid
While SR marking increases the likelihood of mention reduction both in our decision tree model
and in our random forest model, this effect appears to be very circumscribed and to have a small
size. Firstly, tables 1, 2 and 3 show that many subjects are reduced in the presence of competitors,
even in the absence of SR marking. Secondly, variable selection in our decision tree model suggests
that SR marking only affects referential choice for a very circumscribed subset of subjects, which
are at most three clauses away from an antecedent that is itself a subject. This suggests that the
effect of SR marking on referential choice is restricted to mentions with highly activated referents.
Finally, our random forest model suggests that the importance of SR marking in referential choice
is marginal relative to the grammatical function of mentions, the distance to their antecedents and
the grammatical function of their antecedents. This was observed in the ranking of predictors by
conditional variable importance. In addition, partial dependence plots for the model suggest that the
effect of SR marking on referential choice is small relative to that of the most important predictors.
We believe that while these results are compatible with Kibrik’s (2011) analysis of SR marking as
a referential aid, they also highlight the fact that this function might be peripheral in the grammar
of canonical SR in Mbyá.
On the one hand, it is expected in Kibrik’s (2011) theory that referential aids should only affect
referential choice for mentions whose referent has a degree of activation that is high enough to
warrant mention reduction, and even then only when referential conflict would prevent the use of
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a reduced mention if left unchecked. The role played by SR marking in our decision tree model
is consistent with these expectations. Predictors that encode SR marking are selected only for a
subset of mentions whose referent is highly activated, and has a low number of competitors. In this
case, SR marking increases the probability of mention reduction.
On the other hand, our models of referential choice suggest that if Mbyá speakers refrained
from using SR marking altogether, there would be little impact on the relative frequency of reduced
mentions in narratives. In our decision tree model, in the largest subset of observations that is
split by SR marking (node 7, n = 572), the relative frequency of reduced mentions among marked
subjects is only 3.9% greater than among unmarked subjects, 92% of which are reduced. In the
second largest subset of observations split by SR marking (node 17, n = 296), this difference is
much greater at 22.2%, but the majority of unmarked mentions (66.4%) is still reduced. In our
random forest model, among predictors that track SR marking, the largest effect was observed
for ControllerSS, and only corresponds to an increase of 3.30% in the probability of mention
reduction.

6.3 Concluding Remarks
If the use of SR marking as a referential aid is taken as a proxy for its general functionality as a
disambiguation mechanism, these results call into question analyses that take the latter to be the
primary function of SR marking. Indeed, if it has such a small and restricted effect on one of the
processes that it is expected to affect the most, is it reasonable to assume that the disambiguation of
reference is the primary function of SR marking? One may suspect that Mbyá speakers have other
reasons to use SR markers, beyond their use as referential aids, and that these reasons may be as
important as the need to disambiguate referential mentions.
This raises the question of what may be the functions of canonical SR in Mbyá beyond reference
tracking. In addition to its use in the disambiguation of reference, canonical SR in Mbyá also serves
to indicate clause linkage. SR markers belong to a paradigm of post-verbal particles that mark
(co)subordination relations. While subordinating conjunctions encode specific semantic relations
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between events or propositions, SR markers are underspecified in this respect, and are compatible
with temporal, causal and non-conterfactual conditional relations (Dooley, 1999, 2015). Dooley
(2010) argues furthermore that while all (co)subordinating conjunctions can be used to form clause
chains in Mbyá, SR markers differs from other conjunctions insofar as clauses with SR markers can
be either backgrounded or foregrounded, while clauses with conjunctions that encode specific interclausal relations can only be backgrounded. Viewed from this perspective, the use of SR markers
should be analyzed as a solution to two decision problems that speakers must face when combining
clauses to build a larger discourse: the decision to combine two clauses by chaining them rather
than by expressing them as independent sentences, and the decision to use an underspecified SR
marker rather than a more specific conjunction when building a clause chain. This suggests that SR
markers in Mbyá may serve a number of functions related to discourse coherence and information
packaging, even when they are interpreted canonically as markers of referential identity between
pivots, a point emphasized by van Gijn (2012) for other South American SR systems. Note that
this observation is not inconsistent with the analysis of SR as a referential aid. As Kibrik observes:
“[. . . ] referential aids are not necessarily inherent and dedicated disambiguation devices, they mostly exist in languages for other purposes, and their usefulness in the
preclusion of referential conflicts is a by-product of their use with separate and specialized semantic functions.” (Kibrik, 2011: p. 65)
In sum, although the present study supports the analysis of SR marking as a referential aid
in Mbyá, it also suggests that its effect on referential choice is marginal and does not exhaust its
functionality. These results support studies of SR marking which emphasize that the disambiguation of reference may not be the primary function of all SR systems, without however denying the
importance of reference tracking and disambiguation in the characterization of SR (Givón, 1983;
Stirling, 1993; van Gijn, 2012).
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